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ABSTRACT
The paint and coatings industry is constantly working to improve their product, making a
more efficient product at a cheaper cost. This requires some research and learning on the part of
the companies, particularly in optical studies. For example, Burgess Pigment Company has
developed a method, using a flash calciner, to quickly dehydrate clay, essentially popping it like
popcorn, in order to add air pockets to the individual particles of clay. Clay that has undergone
this process can improve the reflective properties of paint. The human eye, as a sensory organ,
relies on reflected light in order to provide vision. As the major goal of paint is to be seen, it is
easy to infer that it would be of utmost importance for the paint to reflect large amounts of light
to appear more visible to the human eye and so using clay that has air pockets would be more
desirable. The primary goal of this thesis will be to explore optical theory in an attempt to
explain why the addition of air pockets could produce a more effective product.
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CHA
APTER 1
INTRO
ODUCTIION
1.1 Background
B
d
Modern
M
houssehold paintss generally have
h
three m
major compoonents: a carrrier, a subsstance
that will allow the paint to be sp
pread on a surface;
s
an aadhesive, a ssubstance thhat will allow
w the
s
to that surface; and
d a primary pigment, thee substance that will givve paint its bbright
paint to stick
white color before dyes
d
are add
ded. The carrrier, such ass water or m
mineral spirits, will geneerally
evaporatee leaving on
nly the solid
ds behind on the surface . The percenntage of soliids varies grreatly
based on
n the quality
y of the pain
nt and the sp
pecific formuulation, rangging between 28% and 42%,
but 40% is considereed average for
fo quality paaints [1]. Reesin is the prrimary adhessive in their paint
formulatiions today and was prrobably cho
osen in part because it is mostly transparent.. The
industry standard forr primary pigments todaay is titanium
m dioxide (T
TiO2), thouggh years agoo lead
bases weere very com
mmon beforre the health
h risks becaame apparennt. By appeaarance processed
TiO2 as seen
s
in Figurre 1.1, lookss very similar to flour, a ppowder withh a bright whhite coloringg.

Figure 1.1 Titanium Diooxide [2]

The
T choice of
o TiO2 was largely bassed on its w
white colorinng (sometim
mes referred to as
perfect white),
w
which
h allows for easy pigmen
ntation, and its relativelyy large refraactive index. TiO2
1

occurs naaturally and may be foun
nd in severall different foorms such ass rutile, anataase, and broookite.
Since ruttile TiO2 is th
he most com
mmonly occu
urring and m
most widely uused for houusehold painnts the
research will be larg
gely based on
n rutile TiO2 [3]. Despitte rutile beinng the most common tyype of
TiO2 it iss still relativ
vely expensive compared
d to other prroducts. In oorder to reduuce this cost it is
possible to use a substitute pigm
ment, called an
a extender, which is infferior to TiO
O2 in perform
mance
but much
h cheaper. These
T
extend
ders, such ass kaolin clayy, may also play a rolee in the refleective
behavior of the paintt overall. In Figure
F
1.2, the
t right slidde is prepareed using clayy with air poockets
and the left
l slide is prepared
p
witthout. There is very cleaarly a visiblee difference between thee two
and this highlights th
he types of improvemen
i
nts paint com
mpanies are looking for.. There is also an
area wheere the two slides overllap, which iss much morre opaque thhan either sllide individuually,
which wiill be discusssed in furtheer detail with
h Fresnel's eqquations.

Figure 1.2
1 A picture off two plastic slid
des prepared with different piggment extenderrs, the right onee contains pigm
ment
kets
extenderrs with air pock

Since the TiO
O2 put into paint is a processed maaterial manuufacturers haave the abiliity to
make sm
mall changes or provide variations
v
du
uring the reffinement proocess. One ssuch modificcation
2

that is no
ormally madee is controlliing the particle size, whiich makes a contributionn to the scatttering
propertiees of the paiint mixture. Through ex
xperimentatiion it has been discoveered that thee best
scattering
g occurs wh
hen the partiicle size is a little less tthan half thhe wavelengtth of light. S
Since
green lig
ght (specificcally 555 nm
m) is the most
m
clearly visible to thhe human eeye, particlees are
normally
y produced to
o be 200 to 300
3 nm [4].
As
A previously
y stated, wh
hen looking at a paintedd object it iss generally m
most desirabble to
only see the paint or
o at the verry least be unable
u
to viiew the surfface underneeath. When light
encounteers a wall th
here are threee possible outcomes
o
thaat may occuur, as demonnstrated in F
Figure
1.3. The first (frame A) is light reflecting offf the surface of the paintt. By gatheriing light refllected
urface of thee paint the human
h
eye will
w see the ppaint itself w
without impuurity. The seecond
off the su
(frame B)
B is light beeing absorbeed by the paaint due to itts opacity. T
The only pottential issue with
this is an
n object thatt reflects no
o visible ligh
ht appears bblack to the human eye and if suffi
ficient
amounts of light are absorbed by the paint it may appeear darker thhan the desirred color. Fiinally
(frame C)
C if the pain
nt is too thin
n or is insuffficient in itss task the ligght will trannsmit througgh the
paint and
d reflect off the
t wall's su
urface. As fraame A repreesents the moost desirablee case most oof the
theory an
nd investigattion will be geared
g
towarrds situationns where refllections are m
maximized.

Figure 1.3 Three
T
possible interactions
i
to a light wave enccountering a waall covered in paint [4]

3

1.2 Th
he Human E
Eye
The
T human eye
e is a sen
nsory organ used to sennse electrom
magnetic wavves in the visible
spectrum
m which are then
t
translatted into visio
on by the brrain. The vissible spectruum for the huuman
eye rangees from about 430 to 79
90 THz or wavelengths
w
around 390 to 700 nm. The detection of
light in th
hese ranges however
h
is not
n perfectly
y uniform as may be seenn in Figure 11.4.

Figure 1.4 The eye sensittivity function shows
s
what wav
velengths of ligh
ht are most reaadily detected by the human eyye [5]

The
T
eye sen
nsitivity fun
nction, origiinally generrated by Innternational Commissioon on
Illuminattion in 1931
1, representss how well the
t human eeye will resppond to certtain colors oof the
visible sp
pectrum. Greens are mu
uch easier fo
or the eye too detect thann violets andd reds. Figurre 1.4
representts the 1978 version
v
of th
his original research andd today it is the most geenerally accepted
version [5].
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CHAPTER 2
OPTICAL THEORY
2.1 Refractive Index
Optical studies often utilize a characteristic property called refractive index to help
describe how a material will behave in an optical system. The refractive index of the material is
the relative speed of light in that specific medium compared to the speed of light in a vacuum as
defined in (2.1).
(2.1)

The refractive index of a material may also be related to the more commonly used
electromagnetic properties since it is known that the speed of light may be defined as
and relative velocity similarly defined by

. The end result being that the refractive

index may be related to the relative permittivity and permeability through (2.2).
(2.2)

This relationship implies that losses in a medium that result in a complex permittivity
( ̃

) or permeability (

) will also yield a complex refractive index. A

complex refractive index takes the form of

, where

represents the real refractive

index and κ (commonly called the attenuating constant) represents the optical absorption. The
attenuating constant becomes increasingly important when defining opacity as will be discussed
later [6].
The refractive index of a material is also a function of frequency and temperature and
will vary slightly with each. For example TiO2 has a refractive index of 2.87 when the
wavelength is 430 nm and an index of 2.55 at a wavelength of 700 nm [7]. Heat lines are another
example of this, the heat changes the refractive index of the air enough to cause refraction of
light. This refraction is what gives the air the 'wavy' appearance. Since this study will be focused
primarily on household paints it will be assumed that the temperature variation of refractive
index will be negligible.
5

2.2 Intrinsic Impedance
The intrinsic impedance of a material, which is more commonly utilized when discussing
frequencies below optical is also defined through the use of the permeability and permittivity of
the material by (2.3).
(2.3)
≅

There does not exist a general relationship between refractive index and intrinsic
impedance, but the two may be directly correlated in specific cases, such as when

≈ 1, which

is fairly common for most dielectric materials. This research focuses specifically on paints, glass,
and air it will be assumed that this relationship will hold throughout the experimentation which
implies that that (2.4) may be utilized [6].
(2.4)

≅

√

2.3 Opacity
The opacity of a material is merely a measure of the attenuating properties of the material
in question. Materials that have little to no attenuation, such as glass, air, and water, are
considered transparent and may be easily seen through with the human eye. These transparent
materials have refractive indices that are largely real ( ≫

) and therefore generally

approximated as totally real. Many other materials, such as paints and walls, absorb most of the
light that is being transmitted; in most cases this makes it impossible to detect light from the
other side of the medium with visual inspection. It is for these opaque materials that it is
necessary to define refractive index as complex.
The amount of attenuation in a medium may be described through the use of (2.5), which
is an exponential decay based on the absorption and path length ( ) through a material [8].
exp

(2.5)

This relationship helps to describe how normally opaque materials may sometimes
appear translucent when subjected to very intense light or if the material is relatively thin. This
6

also help
ps to furtherr define the issue with paint
p
and cooatings. A thhin layer is usually prefferred
since it dries
d
faster and
a is less lik
kely to drip,, but a thin llayer means a smaller paath length, aand in
turn less ability for th
he paint to ab
bsorb the lig
ght.
2.4 Matterial Interfface
The
T refractive index of a medium prrovides infoormation aboout the speeed of light inn that
medium, but it also provides
p
info
ormation abo
out how lighht will react tto changes inn medium. W
When
veling in on
ne medium changes
c
to that
t
of anoth
ther medium
m it may ressult in refracction,
light trav
reflection
n, and/or traansmission. The
T resultan
nt amounts oof refraction,, reflection, and transmiission
are functtions of incident angle and
a medium
m thickness iin addition tto the refracctive index oof the
two mateerials. Figurre 2.1 showss a simple ray
r diagram
m representinng how an iincident lighht ray
would be partially reflected an
nd partially transmittedd into the nnew medium
m. The anggle of
incidencee ( ) and an
ngle of reflecction ( ) wiill always bee the same inn magnitude (| |

|

|)).

Figure 2.1 Displays how th
he incident ray becomes the pa
artially reflecteed ray and partiially transmitteed ray at the intterface
between meedium 1 and meedium 2

7

2.4.1 Snell's Law
Snell's law is a geometric description of how light bends and reflects with changes in
medium. This behavior is described in (2.6).
sin

sin

(2.6)

This demonstrates how the angle of transmission is related to the angle of incidence by
the refractive index of the primary material ( ) and the secondary material (

). A couple of

things become readily apparent through the use of this equation. The first is that an incident
angle normal to the material interface will always result in transmission angles of 0°. Second,
when light is transmitted to a medium with larger refractive index (air to water), the transmitted
angle will become smaller. When light travels from a larger refractive index to a smaller index
(glass to air), the angle will generally increase until the critical angle is reached. The critical
angle ( ) is the incident angle that will result in a transmitted angle of 90°. Any incident angle
larger than the critical angle (

) will result in total internal reflection, meaning that there

will be no transmission of light into the second medium. This phenomenon explains why when
standing directly over a small water spot on the floor it may be difficult to see, but after taking a
few steps back the water will appear on the floor as a shiny spot. The critical angle may be found
using (2.7).
sin

(2.7)

Similar to total internal reflection there is an angle that will result in perfect transmittance
(no reflection). This angle only exists when considering a wave that has an electric field parallel
to the plane of incidence (TM wave). This angle may be found by solving (2.8).
tan

(2.8)

In a situation where light will encounter several interfaces in a row Snell's law
may be calculated individual at each interface, such that the transmission angle from the first is
incident angle of the second (

). Regardless of how many interfaces are present, when

light is transmitted to the same medium more than once it will always be transmitted at the same

8

angle. For example, if light travels from air to glass to water to air, whatever the initial incident
angle for the air to glass interface it will also be the transmission angle for water to air [9].
Snell's law may be applied and interpreted directly when using media that have totally
real refractive indices, but in cases where one or both refractive indices are complex the net
result is a complex angle. A complex angle not only represents a change in angle but also a
change in phase at the interface, but does not provide information about the direction of the wave
propagation [10].
It is possible to determine the plane of equal phase by first deriving the magnitude ( )
and phase angle ( ) of the complex angle. The first step is to perform a simplification of Snell's
law to leave (2.9).

where

may be defined as

solve for

(2.9)

sin

sin

. At this point it is necessary to use (2.10) and (2.11) to

and .
cos

(2.10)

sin

sin

(2.11)

sin

It is then possible to use these values to solve for the phase plane using either (2.12) or
(2.13).
cos
sin

sin

cos
sin

sin

cos

cos

sin

(2.12)
sin

(2.13)

sin

This method will provide the angle of transmission for the plane of equal phase at an
interface between one of more complex media. This is dissimilar to the situation where both
medium are real because the plane of equal phase and plane of equal magnitude no longer
coincide. For this reason waves of these types are often referred to as inhomogeneous waves [9].
9

There have been other attempts to find the angle of energy transmission into the second
medium. One in particular derives a complete equation from the equations for plane of equal
magnitude and plane of equal phase (2.13). Unfortunately it is not a perfect equation that will
work for all cases and situations, but it has shown improvement over previous methods. The
completed equation may be seen in (2.14).
sin

The

and

√ sin

sin

(2.14)
sin

values are obtained from

for the second medium, assuming the

primary medium is air [11].
There is a special case that occurs when the incident angle is normal to the interface. At
normal incidence the transmitted and reflected waves are also normal to the interface which may
be easily seen from the equations above. This special case may be applied to situations where the
refractive indices are real or complex [9].
2.4.2 Fresnel's Equations
Snell's law may be used to determine the resultant angle of refraction, but is insufficient
to describe the power transmitted and reflected at an interface. Fresnel's equations may be
implemented to help describe this behavior at an interface through the use of transmission and
reflection coefficients. The equations for reflection coefficient ( ) and transmission coefficient
( ) are listed in (2.15) through (2.18).
cos
cos
∥

cos
cos

cos
cos

cos
cos

cos
∥

cos
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cos

cos

sin
sin

tan
tan
cos
cos

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

The coefficients above represent the ratio between the incident field amplitude and the
field amplitude of the transmission or reflection respectively;
perpendicular polarization,

∥

is the reflection coefficient for

is the reflection coefficient for parallel polarization,

transmission coefficient for perpendicular polarization, and

∥

is the

is the transmission coefficient for

parallel polarization. The subscript denotes whether the field is parallel (TM wave) or
perpendicular (TE wave) to the plane of incidence. Once again the special case of incident angle
being normal to the interface will drastically simplify the problem so that

∥

and

∥.

While the field strength is not unimportant the goal would be to determine the power
reflected as this is ultimately what the human eye will detect. (2.19) and (2.20) may be used to
determine the power reflectance ( ) and transmittance ( ).
|

cos
cos

|

(2.19)
| |

(2.20)

These equations may be used for either polarization type, in order to obtain parallel
reflectance the equation would require the parallel reflection coefficient. It is also possible to
determine the transmittance utilizing conservation of energy and reflectance in (2.21).
(2.21)

These are the equations that must be used for polarized light which is more easily
produced in most academic and laboratory settings. Sunlight and lights bulbs do not produce
light that is generally considered polarized. The reflectance at an interface with light that is not
polarized may be approximated by averaging the reflectance from each individual polarization as
seen in (2.22) [9].
∥

(2.22)

2.4.3 Finite Media
The use of Fresnel's equations and Snell's law above were assuming a single interface
between two media of infinite length. This is a good approximation for situations where a
medium is many wavelengths across, but is insufficient to handle situations where a medium is
11

on the order
o
of a few
f
wavelen
ngths [12]. Household paints on walls generrally have a wet
thicknesss of 9 to 15 mils [13]. Iff this is deceent quality ppaint (40% ssolids) then the dry thickkness
will be between
b
3.6 and 6 mils (91.44
(
to 152.4 μm). Sinnce visible llight is betw
ween 390 andd 700
nm, mosst household
ds will have paint that will
w be manyy wavelengtths in thicknness and maay be
treated ass an infinite medium.
In
n those casees where paiint is extrem
mely thin it w
will be neceessary to treeat the paintt as a
finite meedium. Figurre 2.2 showss a diagram that
t
represennts the interaaction of a w
wave with a finite
medium; an incidentt wave origiinating from
m medium 1 will encouunter two sepparate interffaces,
one from
m

to

and
a another from

to

. The nuumber of waavelengths iinside the seecond

medium becomes
b
im
mportant when attempting
g to resolve tthe reflectionns at each suurface.

Figure 2.2 Displays a simple examplee of an incident wave encounteering a thin med
dium between tw
wo infinite med
dia

One
O method for
f solving this
t issue is to start by w
working at thhe last interfface and woorking
towards region
r
1. It becomes
b
posssible to solv
ve for the im
mpedance att every surfaace, which inn turn

12

may be used to find the reflection coefficient. (2.23) will solve for the impedance as seen from
any region x (

).
cos
cos

sin
sin

(2.23)

In order to use the equation above it will be necessary to know the wave number ( ) and
region thickness ( ). The wave number may be solved using (2.24).
(2.24)

By employing this method the resultant reflection coefficient may be calculated using
(2.25) or (2.26) [6].
(2.25)

∥

(2.26)

Thin films may cause drastic variations in reflectance and transmittance at a surface due
to small changes in thickness. There can be perfect transmittance of larger than expected
reflectance based on the wave number and path length through the film [14]. The transmittance is
maximized when

is a multiple of

disappear, leaving

, which will cause the imaginary parts of (2.23) to

. For example, the thickness of a piece of glass could be designed

so there were no reflections when looking through it (

). Since

is frequency

dependent, there will exist a specific frequency where the glass will be theoretically 'invisible'.
2.5 Mixtures and Composites
The primary composition of a dried paint mixture includes resin, TiO2, and an extender
since a majority of the carrier will have evaporated. There are ways of determining the
permittivity of a mixture through the use of mixture equations such as the Landau mixing
equation in (2.27), where

is the volume fraction of the material and

permittivity of a specific medium.

13

is the complex

√

(2.27)

∗

Through the use of this equation, or a similar mixture equation, it would be possible to
essentially sum the materials' permittivity of the present materials and determine an effective
permittivity for the mixture. This effective permittivity would allow it to be generally
approximated as a single uniform medium [15],[16].
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CHA
APTER 3
SIMUL
LATION
N AND M
MODEL
LING
3.1 Simulation
The
T goal of this
t
chapter is to create models for the equatioons discussedd in the prevvious
section. By
B beginning with the siimplest mod
del it should be possible to determinne through loogical
inferencee the accuraacy of the model.
m
Then by taking m
more inform
mation into cconsideration the
model will become more
m
robust eventually working
w
tow
wards an accuurate model of light travveling
in air and
d reaching an
n interface of
o paint of 'in
nfinite' thicknness.
3.1.1 Refflectance at Normal Inccidence
The
T best situation when viewing a painted
p
wall would be fo
for reflectionns to occur aat the
surface of
o the interch
hange. For th
his reason th
he first moddel created w
was looking at the reflecctance
in a simp
ple case. By
y considering
g an interfacce between ttwo infinite media, bothh with purelyy real
refractivee index it is possible
p
to obtain
o
the grraph in Figurre 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Shows
S
the amou
unt of reflectancce at a single in
nterface with vaarying refractive index
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Figure 3.1 sh
hows the reeflectance off light on thhe second m
medium's suurface. Whenn the
refractivee indices off the materiaal are matched the reflecctance is veery low. Larrge differencces in
refractivee index lead
d to larger reeflections at the surface. This behavvior is also seen in elecctrical
circuits where impeedance matcching is im
mportant to maximize power trannsfer and reeduce
reflection
ns at the load
d. This figurre also demo
onstrates thaat reflectancee is symmetrric at a 45° iin the
xy-plane. This may be
b seen moree readily in Figure
F
3.2, w
which showss how reflecctance variess with
the ratio between thee refractive indices
i
of the two mediaa. The x-axiss in this figuure is plottedd on a
logarithm
mic scale as both
b
refractiive indices raange betweeen 0.5 and 5

Figure 3.2 Demonstrates how
h reflectancee at an interfacee between two rreal media is baased on the ratioo of refractive iindices

The
T next step
p was to loo
ok at the refflections at aan interfacee between aiir (

) aand a

surface with
w a compllex refractive index. Thee angle of inncidence agaain will be coonsidered noormal
to the in
nterface. Thee results seeen in Figuree 3.3 show hhow a varyiing attenuatting constannt and
varying real
r refractiv
ve index for the
t second medium
m
willl result in difffering levels of refractioon.
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Figure 3.3
3 Shows the leveel of reflectancee at a normal su
urface between air and a mediu
um with a comp
plex refractive index

As
A would bee expected, the attenuatting constannt plays a roole in the rreflectance aat the
surface between
b
airr and a com
mplex mediu
um. The m
most interestting part is that the laargest
reflectance is not ob
btained when
n the attenuaating constan
ant and the rreal refractivve index aree both
large, but rather when the attenuaating constant is large annd the real rrefractive inddex is small.. This
behavior becomes more
m
evident by looking at a few speecific plot pooints, as shoown in Tablee 3.1.
There is an increasee in reflectio
on with an increase
i
in rreal refractivve index unntil

≅ ,w
which

correspon
nds to this sp
pecific interfface and would most likkely not be trrue for all caases. When
larger refflections are seen when the
t real refraactive index is smaller.
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Table 3.1 Shows a few pllot points obtain
ned from Figurre 3.3

n
1
3
5
1
3
5
1
3
5

κ
1
1
1
3
3
3
5
5
5

20.000 %
29.441 %
45.995 %
69.223 %
52.000 %
55.556 %
86.221 %
70.773 %
67.221 %

The
T behaviorr becomes a little more apparent whhen lookingg at a contouur plot as seeen in
Figure 3.4. This plott has increassing half cirrcles that aree symmetricc about the xx-axis, whicch are
lines of constant
c
reflectance. If th
he attenuatin
ng constant is increasedd then there w
will always bbe an
increase in the overaall reflectance, but increaases in real rrefractive inddex will deppend on the iinitial
orientatio
on with eacch circle. Th
his plot hass ranging vvalues for reeal refractivve index,

, and

attenuatin
ng constant, , between
n 0 and 25 which
w
may nnot make sennse physicallly but do heelp to
better com
mmunicate the
t information.

Fiigure 3.4 Conto
our plot of reflecctance between air and a chan
nging complex m
medium at norm
mal interface
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3.1.2 Refflectance at Oblique An
ngles
The
T next step
p in the simu
ulation and modeling
m
proocess will bee to considerr an oblique angle
or one th
hat is not norrmal to the interface. Th
his will incrrease the com
mplexity of the simulatiion in
several ways.
w
First it will be necessary to im
mplement S
Snell's law too determine the transmiission
angle sin
nce the transm
mission angle will play a role in thee overall refllection at thee surface. Seecond
light polaarization effe
fects will also
o play a facttor in the am
mount of refleectance.
Figure 3.5 an
nd Figure 3.6
6 are two dim
mensional grraphs that reppresent the iinterface bettween
urely real in
nterface. Thrree distinct ccases are creeated for thiss model baseed on
air and a changing pu
Fresnel's equations for
f reflection
n: parallel caase for TM w
waves, perpeendicular caase for TE w
waves,
a
of th
he two for no
ot polarized light
l
waves.
and the average

Figure 3.5
5 Shows parallell, perpendicularr, and an avera
age reflection offf an interface b
between air and
d a changing meedium
with an incident angle 45°
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Figure 3.6
6 Shows parallell, perpendicularr, and an avera
age reflection offf an interface b
between air and
d a changing meedium
with an incident angle 60°

Figure 3.5 iss a model created with an incidentt angle of 445° while Figure 3.6 haas an
incident angle of 60°°. These figu
ures show th
hat interfacees tend to reeflect perpenndicular polaarized
light morre effectivelly than those waves witth parallel ppolarization. These two figures highhlight
that in th
he case of perpendicula
p
r polarized incident lighht, reflectionns will alwaays increase with
incident angle. The opposite seems to be true for p arallel polaarized light but this wiill be
investigaated more th
horoughly laater. Since th
his model ddemonstratess a light waave going frrom a
smaller refractive
r
ind
dex to a largeer one (

) there iss not a criticcal angle.

The
T next fourr figures (Fig
gure 3.7, Fig
gure 3.8, Figgure 3.9, andd Figure 3.100) are identiccal to
the previious model with
w the mod
dification th
hat the seconnd medium iis now an abbsorbing meedium
and has a non-zero attenuating
a
constant. Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 hhave an inciddent angle oof 45°
and repreesent a lightt wave with parallel and
d perpendicuular polarizaation respecttively. Figurre 3.9
and Figu
ure 3.10 hav
ve an incideent angle off 60° and alsso representt reflectionss for parallel and
perpendicular polzariizations resp
pectively.
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Figure 3.7
7 Demonstratess the reflection off an between air and a varyiing complex meedium with an incident angle oof 45°
and parrallel polarizatiion

Figure 3.8
8 Demonstratess the reflection off an between air and a varyiing complex meedium with an incident angle oof 45°
ndicular polarizzation
and perpen
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Figure 3.9
9 Demonstratess the reflection off an between air and a varyiing complex meedium with an incident angle oof 60°
and parrallel polarizatiion

Figure 3.1
10 Demonstratees the reflection off an between
n air and a varyying complex meedium with an iincident angle oof 60°
and perpen
ndicular polarizzation
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The
T largest reeflection obttainable actu
ually occurs w
when the reaal part of thee refractive iindex
is small and
a the atten
nuating constant is large. While still not necessaarily intuitivee, this is idenntical
behavior from what was seen in
n the case off normal inciidence in Fiigure 3.3. Thhis behaviorr may
help to describe
d
why
y adding a porous
p
materrial to paint will help to create largeer reflectionns and
provide better
b
hide. If
I the additio
on of a speciific materiall was capablle of reducinng the real part of
the refraactive index while leaviing the atteenuating connstant unchaanged the reeflectance w
would
actually improve.
i
This
T
behavio
or may be verified
v
by looking at F
Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12. Thesee two
contour plots,
p
similarr to Figure 3.4,
3 show lin
nes of constaant reflectannce. The marrked differennce is
that the lines
l
are no
o longer halff circles, but rather havve an almostt lilly pad shhape, once again
symmetric about the x-axis. Thiss change in shape
s
from ccircles to lillly pads is duue to the facct that
the incid
dent angle is
i no longerr normal, which
w
make s the behavvior much m
more difficuult to
characeriize when thee real index and attenuaating constannt are both ssmall. At larrger index vvalues
the behav
vior still seem
ms similar to
o what was expected
e
froom the simullation at norm
mal interfacce. By
comparin
ng these two
o plots it is much moree evident thaat larger inccident angle results in llarger
reflectance.

Fig
gure 3.11 Conto
our plot of reflecctance between air and a chan
nging complex m
medium at 45° iincident angle
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Fig
gure 3.12 Conto
our plot of reflecctance between air and a chan
nging complex m
medium at 60° iincident angle

3.1.3 Refflectance at Changing Angle
A
The
T first goaal in this secction will bee to look at an interfacee between tw
wo real surffaces,
such an air-to-glass
a
interface.
i
Th
he model wiill use glass with an inddex of 1.5. Figure 3.13 sshows
the reflecction seen offf one such surface. This model dem
monstrates thhe behavior both paralleel and
perpendicular polarizzations and provides an
n average as an approxim
mation for uunpolarized light.
There is a Brewster angle
a
(tan

.

°) where there will bee no reflection at the surrface,

but only for parallel polarization
n. Perpendicu
ular polarizaations, unlikke parallel, w
will only inccrease
in reflecttance with an
ngle.
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Figure 3.13 Represen
nts an air to gla
ass interface and
d shows how reeflectance off off the surface chaanges with anglle

Figure 3.14 iss similar to Figure
F
3.13 but
b represennts an interfaace of glass tto air. This m
means
that

and theere will be a critical ang
gle (sin

.

°) in addition to a Brew
wster

angle (33
3.69°). The Brewster an
ngle again will
w only m
manifest for pparallel polaarization, buut the
critical angle
a
will no
ot only be prresent for alll polarizations but will ooccur at the same anglee as is
readily ap
pparent in th
he figure.
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Figurre 3.14 Represeents a glass to aiir interface and
d shows how refflectance off of tthe surface chaanges with anglee

The
T next step
p was to chaange the seccond interfacce from a reeal to a com
mplex medium
m. In
order to create a morre realistic model
m
valuess for lead, tuungsten, soddium, and zinnc were seleected.
The values selected may
m be seen in Table 3.2
2 [9].

Tab
ble 3.2 Containss the value of reefractive index as
a well as the m
material used in the following ssimulations [9]

Lead
L
Tungsten
T
Sodium
S
Zinc
Z

2.01
3.46
0.044
1.93
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3.48
3.25
2.42
4.66

Figure
F
3.15 Sho
ows parallel refflectance off an interface betweeen air and fourr different comp
plex media

Figure 3.15 reepresents thee amount off reflectance at various aangles at an iinterface bettween
air and four
f
separatte complex media. Therre is no Breewster angle since all four media have
attenuatin
ng constantss, though theere is still a characteristtic dip in thrree of the m
media and apppears
similar to
o the plot seen in Figu
ure 3.13. Thiis data also matches veery well witth the concluusion
drawn in
n Figure 3.7,, Figure 3.8,, Figure 3.9,, and Figuree 3.10; reflecction at a coomplex surfaace is
maximized when thee attenuating
g constant is large and thhe real refraactive index is small. Soodium
is a perfeect example as it is almo
ost entirely imaginary
i
annd maintainss reflectancee in the highh 90%
across alll incident angles. Sim
milarly, tung
gsten, whichh has both a large reaal part and large
attenuatin
ng part, conssistently has the smallestt reflectancee until incideence approacches 90°.
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Figu
ure 3.16 Shows perpendicular reflectance off an interface beetween air and ffour different ccomplex media

Figure 3.16 displays
d
the perpendicula
p
ar light reflecctions off thhe same interrface discusssed in
Figure 3.15. From Figure
F
3.13 and
a Figure 3.14
3
it appeeared that peerpendicularr reflectance only
increasess with angle of incidencce and similaar behavior m
may be seenn here. Oncee again it is clear
that a sm
mall real reffractive indeex coupled with a largge attenuatinng constant will providde the
largest reeflectance at a surface.
Figure 3.17 provides
p
thee most realiistic model for the view
w of paint oon a wall. W
When
viewing a wall in a household the
t light sou
urce will bee either a ligght bulb or sunlight, booth of
which arre unpolarizeed. The pain
nt on a walll may be trreated as ann infinite meedium due tto the
thicknesss being many
y time the wavelength
w
of
o visible ligght. The inteerface will bee between thhat of
air and th
he complex medium off paint. As an
a individuaal looks at thhe painted surface it is not a
single po
oint on the wall,
w
but a laarge area off the wall theey will see. Every pointt in that areaa will
have a reeflection and
d, assuming a single lightt source, willl have a sligghtly differinng incident aangle.
For this reason the best
b way to model this case would be to attem
mpt to determ
mine the com
mplex
he paint and then view th
he reflectancce as a funcction of inciddent angle ass was
refractivee index of th
done in Figure
F
3.17.
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Fig
gure 3.17 Show
ws unpolarized reflectance
r
off an
a interface betw
ween air and foour different coomplex media

3.2 Summary
This
T
section took a step wise proceess through the equationns exploredd in Chapterr 2 in
order to create an acccurate modeel for reflecctance off a ppainted wall. The code used to gennerate
Figure 3..17 could veery easily be utilized to model
m
an exxact scenarioo with a speccific type of paint
or paint formulation.
f
The simulaation only req
quired two vvariables: thee primary reefractive indeex, in
this case air (

), and the seecondary com
mplex refracctive index, that of a driied paint mixxture,

in order to
t determinee how the refflectance willl change wiith incident aangle.
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CHA
APTER 4
EXPERIM
E
MENTA
ATION
4.1 Experiimental Objjective
The
T goal of this
t section is
i to further explore the theory in a laboratory setting. A siimple
experimeent was desiigned to verrify some of
o the basic principles iinvolved witth reflectancce. A
helium-n
neon laser waas used to acct as the sou
urce for the eexperiment. The light frrom the laserr will
be transm
mitted throu
ugh a painteed square of
o glass at a normal inncidence. A receiver onn the
opposite side of the painted glasss will be ussed to measuure the maggnitude of thhe received w
wave.
h
a neglig
gible amoun
nt of absorpttion the reduuction in trannsmission shhould
Since airr and glass have
be causeed by reflection at each
h interface and
a the abssorption in tthe paint. A diagram oof the
experimeental set up may be seen in Figure 4.1. In this figure, the incident annd reflected bbeam
would occcupy the sam
me space; th
he separation
n seen in the diagram is m
merely for vvisibility. In order
to obtain
n measurements across an area of the glass thhe mount aallows for sm
mall increm
mental
sliding. This
T perspecctive would allow
a
for shifting into an
and out of thhe page. Figuure 4.2 show
ws the
actual ex
xperiment sett up.

Figure
F
4.1 A sid
de view of the ex
xperiment, the incident and reeflected beam w
would be in the ssame space
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Figure 4.2 Shows the experimental set up, a laseer is transmitteed through the p
painted glass too the receiver

The
T amount of absorptio
on in the paint could bee calculated using (2.5). The calcullation
requires the path leength and attenuating
a
constant,
c
booth of which would bee difficult iif not
impossib
ble to determ
mine with grreat precision. As seen iin (2.27), it is possible to determinne the
effective permittivity
y of a mixtu
ure by know
wing the exaact volume ccompositionn of a mixtuure as
well as the permittivity of eacch componeent. Most ccompanies w
will not pubblish their exact
formulatiion, for obviious reasonss, and for forrmulations aavailable it iis often diffiicult to deterrmine
the comp
plex refractiive index orr permittivity
y of each m
material. Sim
milarly, determining thee path
length would be diffficult due to the very sm
mall wavelenngths of lightt, any variattions on the order
of a few microns wo
ould make a large differeence in absoorption. For tthese reasonns the simulaations
will be to
t verify thee behavior of
o the experiiment resultts, instead oof trying to predict the exact
results.
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4.1.1 Experimental Simulation
The simulation is rather simple; there are four media that create three separate interfaces.
At each of these interfaces there will be a reflection and a transmission based on Fresnel's
equations. The total transmittance from the three surfaces will be equal to the multiplication of
transmittance at each individual surface (

).

As with the experiment, the simulation was performed two separate ways. Once for the
situation where light went from air-paint-glass-air and the other when light went from air-glasspaint-air. Two values for the refractive index of paint were chosen since it is the primary
unknown. The results of the simulation may be seen in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.

Table 4.1 Contains the transmittance at each interface for air-paint-glass-air case

Paint Refractive Index
.
.

Air-Paint
42.76 %
55.97 %

Paint-Glass
54.30 %
65.88 %

Glass-Air
96.00 %
96.00 %

Total
22.29 %
35.40 %

Table 4.2 Contains the transmittance at each interface for air-glass-paint-air case

Paint Refractive Index
.
.

Air-Glass
96.00 %
55.97 %

Glass-Paint
54.30 %
65.88 %

Paint-Air
42.76 %
55.97 %

Total
22.29 %
35.40 %

This simulation has shown that regardless of which interfaces are encountered first, the
amount of reflectance and transmittance are the same. These results are likely due to the normal
interface and would not likely be replicated it the primary incident angle was oblique.
4.1.2 Experimental Results
The experiment used a stabilized helium-neon laser produced by Spectra-Physics, Model
117A. This laser includes both the laser as well as a power supply. The power supply, which
connects directly to a wall socket, may operate in two different modes: frequency stabilization
and intensity stabilization. Frequency stabilization provides a more stable frequency operating
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mode but is less stable from an intensity standpoint. Similarly, intensity stabilization generates a
more stable intensity and is less stable with frequency. Specific details of the laser and power
supply may be seen in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Device characteristics for Spectra Physics stabilized helium-neon laser (Model 117A) [17]

Max Output Power
Frequency
Beam Diameter
Beam Divergence

4.5 mW
473.6 THz
0.5 mm
1.8 mrad
1% (Frequency Mode)
0.1% (Intensity Mode)
0.5 MHz (Frequency Mode)
3 MHz (Intensity Mode)
2 MHz (Frequency Mode)
5 MHz (Intensity Mode)

Intensity Stability
Frequency Stability (1 minute)
Frequency Stability (1 hour)

The photo-receiver, produced by OptoSci as part of the ED-OPTICS educator kit, is
capable of measuring light in the visible spectrum through the use of a silicon photodiode. The
detection device is connected to a remote battery power amplifying unit which then displays the
received values. The photo-receiver has an arbitrary measurement unit and is only sensitive
enough to measure to hundredths of a unit, so measurements are only useful by comparison.
Since the goal in the experimentation part is to verify that transmittance is similar regardless of
the painted glass's orientation, a strict comparison of the values obtained by the photo-receiver
should be sufficient.
Spectrum System 96 100 SFS fusing standard clear glass was used in the experiment was
cut into a square in order to more easily mount it. This glass was painted with Behr ultra-white
premium household paint (UL200) with a flat finish and no added dyes or colors. The paint was
spread on the glass with a small paintbrush while trying to create a very thin layer. The glass was
held in a mounted sliding device capable of making small measureable changes to the position of
the glass.
During the experiment, eleven measurements were taken on each side. The measurements
were taken at a spacing of 1 mm on a single axis. The spacing and multiple measurements will
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help to eliminate variations based on uneven paint thickness. The values obtained may be seen in
Table 4.4.

Table 4.4 Data obtained from the experimentation

Measurement Air-Paint-Glass-Air
1
.08
2
.12
3
.08
4
.09
5
.08
6
.07
7
.08
8
.08
9
.07
10
.07
11
.06
Average
.080

Air-Glass-Paint-Air
.08
.06
.07
.08
.08
.07
.07
.06
.06
.06
.06
.068

The information obtained during the experimentation was fairly conclusive. Most of the
values range between .06 and .08, with one major outlier. This still seems to imply that the
amount of transmittance is very close whether glass or paint was encountered first. Due to the
small wavelengths of light the sources of potential error are very high. As was previously
mentioned, the evenness of the paint and the angle of the glass compared with normal are
questionable on the nm scale. These factors would play a role in the accuracy of the results.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary
This research paper was focused on how light reflects off a painted wall. Specifically
how the addition of air pockets to one material in a paint formulation might create a more
reflective surface. This behavior could be explained through optical theory relating to reflections
off an interface between two media such as Fresnel's equations and Snell's law. Since the
materials discussed in this research and even the real world application with a wall, paint, and air
have no magnetic properties it allowed for the simplified relationship between permittivity and
refractive index.
After all the theory was investigated that related to the physical phenomenon involved in
this situation several models were created to give a visual description of the theory. These
models were built directly from the theoretical equations and focused on the reflectance at the
surface of a medium interface. By plotting the data obtained it was possible to see how the
changes in incident angle and refractive index would play a role in the over reflectance at the
surface.
The plots and data lead to several conclusions being drawn. In situations where all the
media are real or non-attenuating and at a normal interface, the reflectance is largely based on
impedance matching. The larger the differences in refractive index (or intrinsic impedance) the
larger the reflections that would be occur at the surface. At an oblique angle, the same
generalization may be made for perpendicular polarized incident light, but not for parallel or
unpolarized light. Parallel reflections tend to have large dips when approaching the Brewster
angle and, since the unpolarized case is an average of the other two, the unpolarized reflections
tend to mimic this behavior.
If the interface is between air and a complex medium it becomes more complicated still.
When considering reflectance as a function of real refractive index and attenuating constant the
behavior complex. The maximum amount of reflectance is obtained when the attenuating
constant is large and the real part of the refractive index is small. However, that only holds true if
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the attenuating constant is greater than some minimum value, which was around 2 for the data
obtained in Figure 3.3. When considering reflectance as a function of incident angle, the picture
was much clearer. This behavior was almost identical to that of the cases where both media were
totally real, with the simple exception that there were no Brewster angles when the second
medium was absorbing. This was also an important implication for it means that there can never
be total transmission into a complex medium, unless the media are perfectly matched [18].
5.2 Conclusions
The goal of the thesis was to determine what effect the addition of air pockets to a paint's
pigment extender would have on its opacity. A simple visual inspection of the slides in Figure
1.2 will prove that these air pockets make the paint mixture more opaque.
There are two possible reasons for the air pockets to increase the paint mixture's opacity
overall. First, from a macroscopic view, by looking at the mixing equation in (2.27) it can be
seen that every material included into a mixture will have an effect on the effective permittivity
of the mixture as a whole. The addition of these air pockets will change the effective permittivity
which will affect the reflectance at an interface. Secondly, from microscopic view, these air
pockets will add more potential interfaces into the mixture. Since most, if not all, of the other
components in a paint mixture are absorbing materials at each of these interfaces there will be at
least a little reflection since there can be no Brewster angle with complex media. At most
frequencies it would probably be unnecessary to make considerations for interfaces between
particles in a mixture because even at GHz frequencies the wavelengths are large compared to
particle size. As previously discussed, TiO2 particles are chosen to be about one half wavelength
in size for maximum scattering, which implies that light is experiencing interfaces even on that
level.
5.3 Future Research
The research above may be continued in a variety of ways. Experimentally, it would be
possible to make improvements in the measurement process through the use of more precise
equipment. The laser device itself worked very well and provided what seemed to be a consistent
intensity, but improvement could be made with a more sensitive reception device. A different
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device might also be capable of providing real units, such as Watts, so that a model could be
accurately compared to experimentation results.
The difficulty with paint, from a theoretical stand point, is in attempting to determine the
effective refractive index. Without the effective refractive index of the medium it is impossible
to verify the actual transmittance and reflectance in lieu of just looking for similar patterns. If the
paint were replaced with a medium and a known refractive index, the models created during this
research could be modified so provide actual predictions for the experimentation.
Finally the research could easily be expanded to look at mixture equations. The mixture
equation provided in (2.27) is just one of the many mixture equations used. These equations
could be investigated for accuracy at optical frequencies. This could include developing an
experiment that utilizes an interferometer to accurately measure the refractive index of the
mixture and compare these results with those obtained by calculation.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB CODE
Matlab code generated for modeling process:
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
% Transmission/Reflection for Real Medium
% Change at Normal Incident(3-D Plot)
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
min = 0.5;
max = 5;
inc = .005;
n = (max - min)/inc + 1;

%
%
%
%

n1 = min:inc:max;
n2 = min:inc:max;
fori = 1:n
for j = 1:n
rho(i,j) = (n1(i) - n2(j))/(n1(i) + n2(j));
rho_2(i,j) = rho(i,j)*conj(rho(i,j));
end
end
h = surf(n1,n2,rho_2*100);
set(h, 'EdgeColor', 'none')
xlabel('{\itn_1}', 'FontSize', 25);
ylabel('{\itn_2}', 'FontSize', 25);
zlabel('% Reflection', 'FontSize', 20);
title('Real Medium to Real Medium, \theta_i = 0\circ', 'FontSize', 20);

% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
% Transmission for Complex Medium
% Change at Normal Incident(3-D Plot)
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
min = 1;
max = 5;
inc = .5;
x = (max - min)/inc + 1;

%
%
%
%

n1 = 1;
n = min:inc:max;
k = min:inc:max;
for y = 1:x
for z = 1:x
N(y,z) = n(z) - 1j*k(y);
rho(y,z) = (N(y,z) - n1)/(N(y,z) + n1);
rho_2(y,z) = rho(y,z) * conj(rho(y,z));
end
end
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figure
h = surf(n,k,rho_2*100);
set(h, 'EdgeColor', 'none')
xlabel('{\itn}', 'FontSize', 25);
ylabel('{\it\kappa}', 'FontSize', 25);
zlabel('% Reflection', 'FontSize', 20);
title('Air to Complex Medium, \theta_i = 0\circ', 'FontSize', 20);

% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
% Transmission/Reflection for Real Medium
% Change at Oblique Incident(2-D Plot)
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
min = 1;
max = 5;
inc = .001;
n = (max - min)/inc + 1;

%
%
%
%

n1 = ones(n,1);
n2 = min:inc:max;
theta_i = 45 * pi/180;
fori = 1:n
theta_t = asin(n1(i)/n2(i)*sin(theta_i));
rho_para(i) = (n2(i)*cos(theta_i) - n1(i)*cos(theta_t))/(n2(i)*cos(theta_i) +
n1(i)*cos(theta_t));
rho_2_para(i) = rho_para(i)*conj(rho_para(i));
rho_perp(i) = (n1(i)*cos(theta_i) - n2(i)*cos(theta_t))/(n1(i)*cos(theta_i) +
n2(i)*cos(theta_t));
rho_2_perp(i) = rho_perp(i)*conj(rho_perp(i));
rho_2(i) = 0.5*(rho_2_para(i) + rho_2_perp(i));
end
figure
holdon
plot(n2, rho_2_para*100, 'r');
text(n2(1500), rho_2_para(1500)*100 + 2, '{\itR}_|_| \rightarrow',
'FontSize', 20)
plot(n2, rho_2_perp*100);
text(n2(750) - .05, rho_2_perp(750)*100 + 5, '{\itR}_\perp \rightarrow',
'FontSize', 20)
plot(n2, rho_2*100, 'k');
text(n2(1500), rho_2(1500)*100 + 3, '{\itR} \rightarrow', 'FontSize', 20)
xlabel('{\itn_2}', 'FontSize', 20);
ylabel('% Reflected', 'FontSize', 20);
title(sprintf('Air to Real Medium, \\theta_i = %2.0f\\circ', theta_i *
180/pi), 'FontSize', 20);
holdoff
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% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
% Transmission for Complex Medium
%
% Change at Oblique Incident(3-D Plot)%
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
min = 1;
max = 5;
inc = .01;
x = (max - min)/inc + 1;
n1 = 1;
theta_i = 60 * pi/180;
n = min:inc:max;
k = min:inc:max;
for y = 1:x
for z = 1:x
N(y,z) = n(z) + j*k(y);
theta_t = asin(n1/N(y,z)*sin(theta_i));
rho_para(y,z) = tan(theta_i - theta_t)/tan(theta_i + theta_t);
rho_2_para(y,z) = rho_para(y,z)*conj(rho_para(y,z));
rho_perp(y,z) = -(sin(theta_i - theta_t)/sin(theta_i + theta_t));
rho_2_perp(y,z) = rho_perp(y,z)*conj(rho_perp(y,z));
%
rho_2(i) = 0.5*(rho_2_para(i) + rho_2_perp(i));
end
end
h = surf(n,k,rho_2_para*100);
zlim([0 100])
set(h, 'EdgeColor', 'none')
xlabel('{\itn}', 'FontSize', 25);
ylabel('{\it\kappa}', 'FontSize', 25);
zlabel('% Reflection_|_|', 'FontSize', 20);
title(sprintf('Air to Complex Medium, \\theta_i = %2.0f\\circ', theta_i *
180/pi), 'FontSize', 20);
figure
h = surf(n,k,rho_2_perp*100);
set(h, 'EdgeColor', 'none')
xlabel('{\itn}', 'FontSize', 25);
ylabel('{\it\kappa}', 'FontSize', 25);
zlabel('% Reflection_\perp', 'FontSize', 20);
title(sprintf('Air to Complex Medium, \\theta_i = %2.0f\\circ', theta_i *
180/pi), 'FontSize', 20);
figure
contour(n,k,rho_2_para*100,10);
axis equal
xlim([min max])
ylim([min max])
xlabel('{\itn}', 'FontSize', 25);
ylabel('{\it\kappa}', 'FontSize', 25);
title(sprintf('Contour Plot of Parallel Reflectance \nfor Air to Complex
Medium, \\theta_i = %2.0f\\circ', theta_i * 180/pi), 'FontSize', 20);
figure
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contour(n,k,rho_2_perp*100,10);
axis equal
xlim([min max])
ylim([min max])
xlabel('{\itn}', 'FontSize', 25);
ylabel('{\it\kappa}', 'FontSize', 25);
title(sprintf('Contour Plot of Perpendicular Reflectance \nfor Air to Complex
Medium, \\theta_i = %2.0f\\circ', theta_i * 180/pi), 'FontSize', 20);
figure
contour(n,k,rho_2*100,10);
axis equal
xlim([min max])
ylim([min max])
xlabel('{\itn}', 'FontSize', 25);
ylabel('{\it\kappa}', 'FontSize', 25);
title(sprintf('Contour Plot of Unpolarized Reflectance \nfor Air to Complex
Medium, \\theta_i = %2.0f\\circ', theta_i * 180/pi), 'FontSize', 20);

% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
% Transmission/Reflection for Interface at Oblique Angle (2-D Plot) %
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
points = 1000;
angle_min = 0;
angle_max = pi/2;
angle_inc = angle_max/points;
theta_i = angle_inc:angle_inc:(angle_max - angle_inc);

% % % % % % % %
% Air to Glass %
% % % % % % % %
n1 = 1;
n2 = 1.5;
fori = 1:points-1
theta_t = asin(n1/n2*sin(theta_i(i)));
rho_para(i) = (n2*cos(theta_i(i)) - n1*cos(theta_t))/(n2*cos(theta_i(i)) +
n1*cos(theta_t));
rho_2_para(i) = rho_para(i)*conj(rho_para(i));
rho_perp(i) = (n1*cos(theta_i(i)) - n2*cos(theta_t))/(n1*cos(theta_i(i)) +
n2*cos(theta_t));
rho_2_perp(i) = rho_perp(i)*conj(rho_perp(i));
rho_2(i) = 0.5*(rho_2_para(i) + rho_2_perp(i));
end
theta_B = atan(n2/n1) * 180/pi;
figure
holdon
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2_para*100, 'r');
text(theta_i(800)*180/pi + 1, rho_2_para(800)*100, '\leftarrow {\itR}_|_|',
'FontSize', 20)
text(theta_B, 2, '\downarrow \theta_B', 'FontSize', 12)
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plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2_perp*100);
text(theta_i(800)*180/pi - 5, rho_2_perp(800)*100, '{\itR}_\perp
\rightarrow', 'FontSize', 20)
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2*100, 'k');
text(theta_i(800)*180/pi - 5, rho_2(800)*100, '{\itR} \rightarrow',
'FontSize', 20)
xlabel('\theta_i_n_c_i_d_e_n_t', 'FontSize', 20);
ylabel('% Reflected', 'FontSize', 20);
title('{\itn_1} = 1, {\itn_2} = 1.5', 'FontSize', 20);
holdoff

% % % % % % % %
% Glass to Air %
% % % % % % % %
n1 = 1.5;
n2 = 1;
fori = 1:points-1
theta_t = asin(n1/n2*sin(theta_i(i)));
rho_para(i) = (n2*cos(theta_i(i)) - n1*cos(theta_t))/(n2*cos(theta_i(i)) +
n1*cos(theta_t));
rho_2_para(i) = rho_para(i)*conj(rho_para(i));
rho_perp(i) = (n1*cos(theta_i(i)) - n2*cos(theta_t))/(n1*cos(theta_i(i)) +
n2*cos(theta_t));
rho_2_perp(i) = rho_perp(i)*conj(rho_perp(i));
rho_2(i) = 0.5*(rho_2_para(i) + rho_2_perp(i));
end
theta_B = atan(n2/n1) * 180/pi;
theta_c = asin(n2/n1) * 180/pi
figure
holdon
ylim([0 105])
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2_para*100, 'r');
text(theta_i(435)*180/pi + 1, rho_2_para(435)*100, '\leftarrow {\itR}_|_|',
'FontSize', 20)
text(theta_B, 2, '\downarrow \theta_B', 'FontSize', 12)
text(theta_c - 3, 100, '\theta_c \rightarrow', 'FontSize', 12)
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2_perp*100);
text(theta_i(400)*180/pi - 5, rho_2_perp(400)*100, '{\itR}_\perp
\rightarrow', 'FontSize', 20)
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2*100, 'k');
text(theta_i(400)*180/pi - 5, rho_2(400)*100, '{\itR} \rightarrow',
'FontSize', 20)
xlabel('\theta_i_n_c_i_d_e_n_t', 'FontSize', 20);
ylabel('% Reflected', 'FontSize', 20);
title('{\itn_1} = 1.5, {\itn_2} = 1', 'FontSize', 20);
holdoff

% % % % % % % % % %
% Air to Complex %
% % % % % % % % % %
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n1 = 1;
n2 = [(2.01 - j*3.48) (3.46 - j*3.25) (0.044 - j*2.42) (1.93 - j*4.66)];
for y = 1:4
for z = 1:points - 1
theta_t = asin(n1/n2(y)*sin(theta_i(z)));
rho_para(y,z) = tan(theta_i(z) - theta_t)/tan(theta_i(z) + theta_t);
rho_2_para(y,z) = rho_para(y,z)*conj(rho_para(y,z));
rho_perp(y,z) = -(sin(theta_i(z) - theta_t)/sin(theta_i(z) + theta_t));
rho_2_perp(y,z) = rho_perp(y,z)*conj(rho_perp(y,z));
rho_2(y,z) = .5*(rho_2_para(y,z) + rho_2_perp(y,z));
end
end
figure
holdon
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2_para(1,:)*100);
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2_para(2,:)*100, 'r');
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2_para(3,:)*100, 'k');
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2_para(4,:)*100, 'm');
xlabel('\theta_i_n_c_i_d_e_n_t', 'FontSize', 20);
ylabel('% Reflected_|_|', 'FontSize', 20);
[legh,objh,outh,outm] = legend('Lead', 'Tungsten', 'Sodium', 'Zinc',
'Location', 'SouthWest');
set(objh,'linewidth',2);
set(legh, 'FontSize', 20)
title('Air to Complex Medium', 'FontSize', 20);
figure
holdon
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2_perp(1,:)*100);
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2_perp(2,:)*100, 'r');
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2_perp(3,:)*100, 'k');
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2_perp(4,:)*100, 'm');
xlabel('\theta_i_n_c_i_d_e_n_t', 'FontSize', 20);
ylabel('% Reflected_\perp', 'FontSize', 20);
[legh,objh,outh,outm] = legend('Lead', 'Tungsten', 'Sodium', 'Zinc',
'Location', 'SouthEast');
set(objh,'linewidth',2);
set(legh, 'FontSize', 20)
title('Air to Complex Medium', 'FontSize', 20);
figure
holdon
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2(1,:)*100);
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2(2,:)*100, 'r');
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2(3,:)*100, 'k');
plot(theta_i*180/pi, rho_2(4,:)*100, 'm');
xlabel('\theta_i_n_c_i_d_e_n_t', 'FontSize', 20);
ylabel('% Reflected', 'FontSize', 20);
[legh,objh,outh,outm] = legend('Lead', 'Tungsten', 'Sodium', 'Zinc',
'Location', 'SouthWest');
set(objh,'linewidth',2);
set(legh, 'FontSize', 20)
title('Air to Complex Medium', 'FontSize', 20);
holdoff
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